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Lithuania, France. Representatives:
director Austėja Urbaitė, producer Živilė
Gallego, companies – Fralita Films,
Aldabra Films

The Flood Won’t Come

El Padre Medico

Lithuania. Representatives: director
Marat Sarksyan, producer Ieva Norvilienė,
company - Tremora

Legacy

Hungary. Representatives: directors
Ballint Nagy, Nandor Lorincz, company –
M&M Films

Lithuania, Brazil. Representative:
producer Paulius Juočeris, companies –
Iron Cat, Lente Viva Filmes, Dansu Films

Romania. Representative: producer
Oana Giurgiu, company – Hai Hui
Entertainment

Marygoround

Poland. Representative: director Daria
Woszek, companies – Jutrzenka Studio,
Solopan, All Muses

The Last Bus

The Lions Heading Venice

Albania, Italy, Czech Republic.
Representatives: co-producer Sajmir
Bajo, producer Elkjana Gjipali, company –
EJF Production, Blue Hills Picture

The Sailor

My Thoughts Are Silent

Slovakia. Representatives: director Lucia
Kasova, producer Nazarij Klujev, company
- TOXPRO

Nova Lituania

Moldova. Representative: director &
producer Dragos Turea, companies –
Parmis Film Studio, Rova Film

Ukraine. Representatives: director
Antonio Lukich, producer Dmytro
Sukhanov, company – Toy Cinema

Lithuania. Representatives: director
Karolis Kaupinis, producer Marija
Razgutė, company – M-Films

Soviet Man

Latvia, Lithuania, Czech Republic.
Representatives: director Ivo Briedis,
producer Elina Gedina-Ducena,
companies – Mistrus Media, Monoklis,
Frame Films

Tarkovskij – Printed Time

The Soviet Garden

The Thrillseekers

Belarus, Russia. Representatives: director
Vlada Senkova, producer Larisa Oleinik,
actors Alexander Lesko & Dmitry Oleinik,
companies – DOKA, Pervaja Kinovideo
Company

Undergrown

Portugal. Representative: director Marta
Ribeiro, company - Videolotion

Russia, Italy, Sweden. Representative:
producer Paolo Spina, companies –
Klepatski Films, Revolver, Hobab Prod
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Wednesday
April 3
Tuesday
April 2

Moderator: Aistė Račaitytė (Vilnius International Film Festival, Kino Pavasaris
Distribution)
Speakers: Kristi Porila (MustKasi),
Jevgeni Joks (BestFilm),
Giedre Kriksciunaite (A-One)
In cooperation with Creative Europe MEDIA
Offices in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia

RA DI SSON BLU
15:30 – 16:10
→ SKYBAR

N DG / N AT I O N A L A RT GALLERY
(Konstitucijos av. 22)
09:30 – 10:00
Welcome speech
Algirdas Ramaska (Executive Director
of VIFF)
Presentation: Introducing Lithuanian Tax
Incentives: how great results leads to the
upgrade of 30%
The tax incentive scheme for film production
in Lithuanian was introduced in 2014. Since
then it helped to attract foreign production
companies to shoot in Lithuania and it also
became an important source of financing for
national films and co-productions. Lithuania
as a shooting location and its film professio
nals have drawn attention of companies such
as BBC and HBO. Due to the positive impact
to the film industry as well as an overall
economy, the level of the incentive was increased to 30% until 2023. Presentation will
provide an overview of the new scheme.
Speaker: Milda Vakarinaite (Lithuanian
Film Centre)

18:00 – 19:30
→ SKYBAR

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR BALTIC
PROFESSIONALS: LIM & LES ARCS!
Presentations:
LIM: Lithuania is more
LIM | Less is More the development script
lab for limited budget features will be hosted
in Lithuania in 2020. In partnership with LFC.
Which opportunities for Lithuanians?
Speaker: Nayeem Mahbub, LIM
Les Arcs Industry Village 2019 focus on
Finland & Baltic Countries
In 2019, for its 11th edition, Les Arcs Film Festival will focus on Finland & Baltic Countries.
What does it mean for professionals from
the region? How to participate in this special
edition of the festival?
Speaker: Jérémy Zelnik, Les Arcs Industry Village

Welcome cocktail
Co-hosted by Creative Europe MEDIA Offices
in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia
PA R A L L E L S E S S I O N S
16:45 – 18:00
→ NDG / NATIONAL ART GALLERY
(Konstitucijos av. 22)
Industry Screenings

15:30 – 18:00
→ ZETA ROOM
Pitching preparation day
(closed session for selected projects)

10:00 – 13:00
PITCHING – COMING SOON
Moderator: Marta Balaga (Cineuropa)

15:00 – 18:00
→ OMEGA ROOM
Talents Nest: warm up & speed date

16:30 – 18:00
→ SKYBAR

13:00 – 14:30
Networking Lunch

Panel: Recipe for survival: arthouse distribution practices in Baltics
When 3000 admissions for an arthouse
film are already considered a success, what
could be the strategy to survive for Baltic
distributors? And how the cooperation with
producers helps them to deepen the USP?
Six case studies of films distributed in all
three states will draw on audience differences, marketing and exhibition strategies; the
panel will question territory’s homogeneity
and tackle points of collaboration rather than
competition.
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Speaker: Alan R. Milligan (White Rabbit)
Organized in cooperation with Aspect Ratio and
Cinemarket

R A DI SSO N B LU

Panel: Bridging the gap – European cinema
between festival and audience film
While some titles tend to be too audiencefriendly, others are too detached. Audience
designers, marketing strategists and
influencers strive for the ultimate, innovative
link between the film and its audience. Is
everything just a question of advertising
strategy? What does the audience expect
from European cinema? And what about the
balance between festival and audience film?
Moderator: Bernd Buder (programme
director, FilmFestival Cottbus)
Speakers: Andrė Balžekienė (Kino
teatras "Pasaka"), Alessandro Gropplero
(WEMW), Oana Giurgiu (Libra Film),
Xavier Henry-Rashid (Film Republic)
In cooperation with FilmFestival Cottbus,
connecting cottbus and the Medienboard
Berlin-Brandenburg
18:00 – 19:30
→ SKYBAR
Networking Cocktail
Co-hosted by the FilmFestival Cottbus, connecting
cottbus and the Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg
21:30
→ LOMBARDAS CLUB
(Smetonos str. 5)
Developing Your Film Festival launch party
by the ICO

PARALLEL S ES S ION S

15:30 – 16:30
→ ZETA ROOM

14:30 – 18:00
→ NDG (Konstitucijos av. 22)
Industry Screenings

Masterclass: What can Blockchain do for
the film industry?
What are the use cases for Blockchain in the
film industry - and does Blockchain alone
solve our most important challenge?

4

17:00 – 18:00

15:00 – 18:00
→ OMEGA ROOM
Talents Nest: sessions & meeting with
Decision Makers
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15:30 – 19:00
→ VERANDA
Coming Soon One-to-one Meetings

19:00 – 20:30
→ VILNIUS TOWN HALL
Award Ceremony

Thursday
April 4

22:00
→ HALES MARKET PLACE
(Pylimo str. 58)
Closing party

RA DI SSON BLU

PA RA L L E L SE SSI O N S
RA D IS S O N B LU H OT E L

09:30 – 10:45
→ ZETA ROOM
Masterclass: Winning your audiences
Marketing movies in the connected world.
Speaker: Daniel Gschaider (Gruvi)

11:30 – 13:00
→ ZETA ROOM
Panel: More than just a film festival
With ever increasing cuts to arts funding and
with the infinite amount of choices people
have in today’s society on how and where
they spend their leisure time, how can film
festivals continue to be sustainable, relevant
and increase their audiences? On this panel
three European film festivals talk about
how they have developed their business
operations to expand into new areas such
as distribution, broadcasting, education, franchising, how these activities are reaching
new and larger audiences for film, and the all
important power of building a trusted brand.
Moderator: David Sin (Independent
Cinema Office)
Speakers: Algirdas Ramaska (Vilnius
International Film Festival), Marcin
Pieńkowski (New Horizons) and Sofie
Bjerregaard (CPH PIX)
In partnership with Independent Cinema Office
(ICO)

09:00 – 10:30
→ OMEGA ROOM
Talents Nest: coffee with Decision Makers

SHOOT IN LITHUANIA

09:30 – 13:00
→ VERANDA
Coming Soon One-to-one Meetings

From 2019 save up to 30% of your
Lithuanian production budget!

11:00 – 12:00
→ OMEGA ROOM
Women in Baltic Film and Television
industries: empowerment through
mentoring and networking
Curated by WIFT Lithuania (by invitation
only)
12:00 – 13:00
→ OMEGA ROOM
Producers Meet Producers
(by invitation only)
15:00 – 16:30
→ OMEGA ROOM
Talents Nest: wrap up session

12:00 – 15:00
→ FORUM CINEMA VINGIS
(Savanoriu av. 7)
Industry Screenings

13:00 – 14:30
Lunch

2–4 April, 2019
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Jordan
Mattos
Marta
Balaga

Jérémy
Zelnik

Cineuropa
MODERATOR

Les Arcs Industry
Village

Marta Bałaga is a film journalist based inbetween Poland and Finland. She writes for
several international publications including
Cineuropa, Episodi and Estonian newspaper
SIRP, and collaborates with various film festivals including the Helsinki International Film
Festival – Love & Anarchy. Member of the Finnish Critics’ Association SARV and FIPRESCI.

"Les Arcs Industry Village"Each year Les
Arcs Industry Village gathers in December
in the Alps more than 500 participants from
all over Europe around a selection of about
50 projects divided in several sections: the
Talent Village, the Coproduction Village and
the Work-in-progress. In the past projects
such as "Son of Saul', "The wonders", "Rams"
or "Girl" were presented at Les Arcs before
being awarded in A Festivals. Les Arcs is
also a perfect place for informal networking
in a very nice and tiny village, in front of the
Mont Blanc!

Alan R.
Milligan
White Rabbit
Alan R. Milligan is a film producer with awards
from Cannes, Venice, Gothenburg and more
than 50 other awards and nominations
since 2014. Prior to this Alan was a software
entrepreneur, developing MCIS, a database
for safe transportation of chemicals at
sea and an automated stowage system
for chemical tankers. MCIS is installed on
hundereds of chemical tankers around the
world and has become the industry standard
for safety in the chemical tanker industry,
MCIS was sold to Heidenreich Innovation
in 2008. Alan holds an MA in International
Relations and International Business.
White Rabbit is professionalizing the peerto-peer market to collect data and revenue
for rights holders. White Rabbit is a browser
plug-in that recognizes the film and series
streamed peer-to-peer, and then allows
fans to pay the rights owners directly and
immediately for a retroactive license.

Daniel
Gschaider

Cinemarket,
Aspect Ratio
With over 5 years of experience in rights
management and content acquisition,
Jordan creates tailored release strategies for
niche films, and establishes key relationships
with multi-platform partners. He has led
the licensing and distribution of over 50
internationally award-winning films in the
US, working with filmmakers such as Chiemi
Karasawa, Leah Meyerhoff, Noaz Deshe,
Miguel Llanso and Daniel Hoesl.
An incubator formed in 2017 by Jordan
Mattos, Aspect Ratio aims to increase the
footprint of international producers in the
North American market and collaborates on
distribution initiatives with distributors, festivals, and filmmakers worldwide. Jordan recently co-founded Cinemarket, an online market
where film buyers and producers can exchange rights secured by blockchain technology.

Gruvi
Gruvi VP Dan Gschaider lectures on Marketing
Movies in a Connected World to Filmmakers,
Cinemas & Distributors. His main field of work
concerns Campaign ideas & execution, Data
Analytics and SEO & Social Media Strategies
with already more than 9 years of Digital
Marketing experience in the entertainment
space on both corporate & agency side.
Gruvi is marketing technology platform
that helps entertainment companies build
and engage audiences online. Over the years,
we’ve worked on over 800 Movies and TV
shows, from Moonlight to Game of Thrones.
We want producers, distributors and
exhibitors to think differently about the
lifecycle of their digital audiences and show
how to market across the user journey from
finding out what the campaign is about, to
when it’s on, where they can see it and what
to watch next.

Aistė
Račaitytė
Vilnius International
Film Festival,
Kino Pavasaris
Distribution
Aistė Račaitytė, since 2017 head of Sales &
Acquisitions at Kino Pavasaris Distribution,
a Vilnius based distribution company which
acquires auteur films for Baltic countries.
She also works as programmer at Vilnius
International Film Festival, the largest and
most important cinema event in Lithuania.
Over more than 20 years, the festival has
become a highly-attended cultural pheno
menon which also distributes around 20 art
house films every year.

2–4 April, 2019
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Bernd
Buder

David
Sin

FilmFestival
Cottbus
Born 1964 in Berlin (West), studied political
science at the Freie Universität Berlin. 1996–
2005 program director of the art film theatre
"Berliner Filmkunsthaus Babylon". Since 1996
in various positions - research, press spokesman, curator - connected to the "FilmFestival
Cottbus", he led it’s coproduction market
"connecting cottbus" from 2011 - 2014 and
since 2015 he is its program director. Buder
also programs the competitions of the European Film Festival "Cinedays" in Skopje. He
was and is consulting several other film
festivals, among them the Berlinale section
"Forum". He is also a film journalist and a
member of the European Film Academy.

Independent Cine
ma Office - ICO
David Sin is Head of Cinemas at the Inde
pendent Cinema Office, the UK’s national
support agency that offers advice and ser
vices to independent cinemas, film festivals
and film clubs.
In this role he has been one of the Course
Leaders of the Developing Your Film Festival
Course since the it started. Before this he
was notably Head of Content at the British
film Institute, in charge of all of the Institute’s
distribution activities; and Director of Cinema
at London’s Institute of Contemporary Arts,
where he doubled audiences over a four
year period and brought to UK audiences

Meeting Point Vilnius
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a range of leading edge films as varied as
Abbas Kiarostami’s THE WIND WILL CARRY
US, Kore-Eda Hirokazu’s AFTERLIFE, Bruno
Dumont’s THE LIFE OF JESUS and the
break-out J-horror classic RING. During his
time at the Institute of Contemporary Arts, he
also collaborated with leading sales agents
to develop a ‘direct distribution’ model to
bring more international cinema into the UK
market. At various other times he has worked
as a film industry Consultant and a Festival
Programmer.

Diane
Henderson
Diane Henderson has worked in cinema
exhibition in the UK since the late 1980s. A
graduate of photography from Edinburgh's
Napier University, she first became involved
in cinema through various Front of House
and cinema marketing roles at Filmhouse –
one of the UK’s leading arthouse cinema
venues and the home of EIFF . In 1992 she
took up a post at Edinburgh College of Art
and, as the curator of the College's year–
round Exhibition programme she worked
with a wide range of visual artists from the
UK and beyond. She was also employed
as General Manager of Edinburgh's Cameo
Cinema from 2000 – 2004 and for a period
was involved in documentary sales and
distribution . She has worked in her current
role as Deputy Artistic Director of the
Edinburgh International Film Festival since
2006. Diane is a voting member of BAFTA
UK and has served on the juries of various
international film festivals.

Beatrice
Fiorentino
Beatrice Fiorentino is a film critic and free
lance journalist. She has taught audiovisual
and cinematographic language at the Università del Litorale of Koper (Slovenia) and now
she collaborates with magazines and newspapers as 8 e ½, Artribune, CinecittàNews,
Il manifesto and Il Piccolo. Since 2015 she
curates “Nuove Impronte”, a section of
ShorTS - International Film Festival, devoted
to the emerging talents in Italian cinema.
In 2014 she won the Akai Prize as Best film
critic at the 71st Venice Film Festival and
since 2015 she’s been part of the “Film della
Critica” panel of the National Union of Italian
Film Critics. She has been running events,
presentations and film festivals for a range
of cultural organizations and since 2016
she’s part of the selection committee for the
International Critics’ Week in Venice.

Meeting Point Vilnius Award

Industry Workshop Award

Cash award of € 3.000

Free accreditation to the Cannes Marché du
Film Industry Workshop

Avaka Award –
Best Lithuanian Pitch
Cash award of € 1.000

Vilnius Film Cluster
Post Production Award

Producers Network Award

Award of 3.500 € in visual postproduction
services & sound and music offered by
Madstone and Roofsound.

Free accreditation to the Cannes Marché du
Film Producer’s Network

Baltic View Award
In-kind award worth 1.000 € international
promotion for Cinema Events.

Yevgeny
Gindilis
Yevgeny Gindilis - produer, TVINDIE FILM,
Moscow. A graduate of Tisch School in 1994,
Gindilis worked for television broadcast
stations in the US and Russia. Since
1998 he worked as producer and head of
international projects for NTV-Profit. In 2004
he founded TVINDIE Film Production, since
2009 he is the Head of CentEast Moscow;
since 2012 – Executive Director of the Red
Square Screenings film market. Since 2016 Co-Founder of Kinopoisk film market. Gindilis
is a member of the European Film Academy,
Russian National Oscar Commitee and
Kinosouyz. Jury Member Warsaw FF 2014,
Molodist FF 2014, Sofia FF 2017, Cottbus FF
2017, Kinotavr Sochi Film Festival 2012, 2018.

2–4 April, 2019
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Baltic Pitching Forum Award
One accreditation to the Baltic Short Film
Project Event “Baltic Pitching Forum”,
individual consultation with one of the
Forum’s panel member and access to the
Forum’s networking events.

FEST – New Directors |
New Films Festival AWARD
One professional accreditation to FEST New Directors | New Films Festival 2019
(Portugal)

Meeting Point Vilnius
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Batrachomyomachia

FICTION

Batrachomyomachia

Logline: When a threat approaches the small town of Tluszcza, each citizen falls into a different form of denial.

36 Months

DOCUMENTARY

36 mēneši

Logline: Honest portraits of four women during their pregnancy.
Country of production: Latvia
Director: Liene Linde, Armands Začs
Writer: Liene Linde, Armands Začs
Producer: Guntis Trekteris, “Ego Media”

Principal cast: (documentary subjects) Rūta Pūce,
Beāte Korte-Vītola, Vija Bunte, Valērija Ivanova
Runtime: 90 min.
Status of the project: Post-production
Foreseen release date: November 2019

Synopsis. What does it mean for a woman to take
up the role of mother? The film follows 4 women
during different stages of pregnancy. An ambitious
dancer has to put her career on hold while being
pregnant. A housewife expects her second child
and fears postpartum depression recurring. An
urban party girl becomes pregnant and decides
to move to the countryside. A young entrepreneur
and ex-punk is excited about her pregnancy yet
is haunted by the memories of her mother being
murdered. All four women offer a unique insider
point of view of pregnancy, as part of the footage is
shot by the protagonists themselves.

Director statement. Pregnancy is considered
an ethereal moment in woman's life. However,
mental transformations women go through during
pregnancy are often dismissed. What does it mean
for a woman to become mother? We decided to
make a documentary about pregnancy after we
realized there aren’t many documentaries that
focus on the feelings and mental transformations
of the soon-to-be mothers. The public discourse
often puts the child in the spotlight, yet it is not only
about the child - it is as much about the woman as
well, as this experience transforms her completely.
It is also an exclusively female experience that no
man can repeat. Joining forces of two directors - a
man and a woman - we launched an investigation
into the bizarrely secret world of the tumultuous
emotions and thoughts of four different pregnant
women.

Representatives: Liene Linde, Armands Začs,
Guntis Trekteris

Contacts:
Guntis Trekteris, Latvia, guntis@egomedia.lv
Liene Linde, Latvia, liene@citakinozeme.lv
Armands Začs, Latvia, armands.zacs@gmail.com

2–4 April, 2019
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Country of production: Germany, Poland
Director: Kasia Hertz
Writer: Kasia Hertz
Producers: Jan Szewczyk, DFFB/Wrota Podlasia

Principal cast: Miłosz Przybyłowski, Artur Wower
Runtime: 65-70 min.
Status of the project: Production/postproduction
Foreseen release date: 1st October

Synopsis. Over one crucial day, comfortable life
can dramatically change for the citizens of
Tłuszcza - a small town located somewhere in
Eastern Europe. Their socioeconomic stability is
threatened. Oppressed and scared, they each fall
into different forms of denial. Meanwhile, a young
biology teacher, Sabina, and her mute pupil Jona
undertake quite an opposite quest - to reveal the
uncomfortable truth and free themselves from
the disgust of society.

Director statement. What interested me the most
while writing the script for Batrachomyomachia,
were the incredible human ability and thrive to
preserve the comfort of one’s own conviction,
even at the cost of sliding down a biggest slippery
slope into an inevitable catastrophe. The plot about
the non-existent town of Tłuszcza and its citizens
commenced from a certain online conversation,
held between a few middle-aged men and a young
woman, a teacher. It concerned the reasoning
whether animals and other sentient beings
should be treated equally to humans or not (with
a concept of woman as a different species as
well). The contradictory rhetorics, aggression and
two-dimensional flatness of this opinion exchange
astonished me. I also realized, that one needs the
same amount of courage to face oppressions of
the patriarchy in both real and virtual confrontations.
In the film 90% of the grotesque, bizarre and
baroque dialogues I’ve picked straight from that
internet debate.

Representative: Kasia Hertz

Contacts:
Kasia Hertz
kasiahertz@gmail. com
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El Padre Medico

DOCUMENTARY

El Padre Medico

Legacy
*Participating in Industry Screening

FICTION

Urma

Logline: A Lithuanian doctor, priest and a war refugee resettles to Amazonian jungle in 1960’s and becomes
a local hero. Yet, as he gets involved in a brutal crime, countless fake narratives that he had created around
himself begin to resurface.

Logline: Following the disappearance of Anton, police’ research will reveal the complexity of his life, his
relations with family and friends, his strange, obsessive ideas and actions that could not be forgiven even if
he’s terminally ill.

Country of production: Lithuania, Brazil
Director: Vytautas Puidokas
Writer: Vytautas Puidokas
Producers: Paulius Juočeris (Iron Cat),
Mauricio Filho (Lente Viva Filmes),
Gabija Siurbytė (Dansu Films)

Principal cast: N.A.
Runtime: 102 min.
Status of the project: Finished film
Foreseen release date: 2019 09 01

Country of production: Romania
Director: Dorian Boguta
Writers: Dorian Boguta, Loredana Novak
Producer: Oana Giurgiu, HAI HUI ENTERTAINMENT

Principal cast: Teodor Corban, Irina Radulescu,
Marin Grigore
Runtime: 105 min.
Status of the project: Last cut
Foreseen release date: 31.10.2019

Synopsis. A Lithuanian doctor, priest and a war
refugee Alexander Ferdinand Bendoraitis (19191998) resettles to Amazonian jungle in 1960’s and
becomes a local hero: establishes a boat-clinic
network, first jungle radio, starts the pacification
of local indigenous tribes and builds the most
modern hospital in the Amazonia. Yet, as he gets
involved in a brutal crime, countless fake narratives
that he had created around himself begin to
resurface.

Director statement. I have discovered this story
by accident, while travelling in South American
jungle. I was knocking at a stranger’s door and
asking for water. “Lithuanian? Just like El Padre
Medico”. Up until this moment, I have never heard
of Bendoraitis, I got intrigued.
I was amazed, by how easily Bendoraitis
manipulated people around him. It was impossible
to assemble a biography, as neither the facts, nor
written evidence had any coherence. His life was
more like a narrative, that can take radical turns
depending on a situation and a POV. I found this
very reflecting of contemporary society, as we are
now constantly surrounded by fake news, illusory
media personalities and the concept of truth has
become truly obscure.
Other important element, was the region,
where Bendoraitis story took place. The distant and
one of the newest Amazonia states – Randonia,
where the newcomers have established a multicultural society, the indigenous tribes live in deep
jungle reservoirs (more like ‘refugee camps’) and
Christian and Evangelical churches absorb the
cultural and spiritual life. Combining the distinctive
Amazonian cultural landscape, and pseudobiography of Bendoraitis, I expected to create a
subtle reflection on a contemporary world, and a
topic of identity in particular.

Synopsis. Anton a very gifted musician suddenly
disappears. Policeman Nicoara takes over this
case, and finds out that after a nervous breakdown
ANTON left his artistic life, his sister Ana, is his only
remaining family, since their parents died in an
accident, when they were teens. Ana and Anton
have a very strong relation. He is overprotective
beyond fraternal limits. When he finds out he is
terminally ill, he becomes obsessed that he must
leave something behind and help Ana to have a
baby, which she couldn’t, after 10 years of marriage.
He came up with all sort of ideas that Ana stays
against. Anton’s obsession to play with destiny
leads to reckless actions and unexpected end.

Director statement. Since the very beginning,
man has tried to find a purpose in life and leave
something remarkable behind. Even if many are not
aware of it, they are still unconsciously drawn to do
so. It is my personal belief that no one was put onto
this Earth without a purpose. The only problem is
finding that purpose, for which you were created.
The tragedy lies in the fact that some of us tries to
force a specific purpose onto others, in spite the
latter ones’ own desires. My reason for making this
film lies in the attempt to convey the importance
of finding a purpose in this human life, as well
as in the horrific consequences that arise when
someone sees themselves as the divine maker –
or, simply put, when they play God.

Representatives: Oana Giurgiu

Contacts:
Oana Giurgiu
HAI HUI ENTERTAINMENT
Romania
oana@hai-hui.ro

Representative: Paulius Juočeris

Contacts:
Paulius Juočeris, Iron Cat
Lithuania
Paulius@ironcat.lt
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Marygoround

My Thoughts Are Silent

FICTION

Maryjki

Logline: Comic drama about a 50 year-old virgin Mary, whose life begins to change on her birthday.

Logline: Sound recordist Vadim (25) takes an assignment to record animals of the Carpathian mountains in
exchange for a chance to move to Canada.

Country of production: Poland
Director: Daria Woszek
Writers: Daria Woszek, Sylwester Piechura,
Aleksandra Świerk
Producers: Marcin Lech, Jan Pawlicki (Jutrzenka
Studio), Dagmara Molga (Solopan), Janusz Bielecki
(All Muses)

Principal cast: Grażyna Misiorowska, Helena
Sujecka, Janusz Chabior, Sylwester Piechura,
Magdalena Koleśnik, Barbara Kurzaj
Runtime: 91 min.
Status of the project: Postproduction
Foreseen release date: Fall 2019

Synopsis. Mary is a lonely, small-town, grocery
store worker, living a carefree life. Struggling
with menopause, she consults her doctor, who
prescribes her a course of hormone replacement
therapy. On the eve of her 50th birthday, Mary's life
soon begins to take on a totally unexpected turn
for the better - becoming an awesome revelation,
where she experiences things differently.
Besides this, her young, vivacious niece keeps
showing up at her doorstep and we witness a
new sexual awakening in Mary, as a result. But
there's something awkward now, lurking in the
background.

Director statement. It was very interesting to
find out that both for my mother and a few of her
female friends, life started at age 50 - and only after
freeing themselves from the roles traditionally
asigned to them, they were able to finally find
their true selves. It's as if only when they stopped
trying to live up to what they felt society expected
from them, they could only then begin to question
who they really were. „Marygoround” is about
experimenting and searching for one's own
identity and way of life. As well as, the journey
and the struggle to give your life the shape and
structure, you want it to have. This theme is echoed
throughout, all along, utilizing all the formal
elements at our disposal in an attempt to describe
the fluid and multidimensional nature of feminity.
We use everything technically at our disposal:
from camera angles, lighting, music, and genre – to
convey this. The final effect is a mixture of sacrum
and profanum, high and low, crude and holy - a
mix of soap operas with horrors - consequently
resulting in a postmodern mixture that truly
conveys the complex paradox that womanhood
really is today.

Representative: Daria Woszek

FICTION

Мої думки тихі

Country of production: Ukraine
Director: Antonio Lukich
Writers: Antonio Lukich, Valeria Kalchenko
Producer: Dmytro Sukhanov (Toy Cinema),
Alla Belaya (Toy Cinema)

Principal cast: Irma Vitovska, Andriy Lidagovsky
Runtime: 135 min.
Status of the project: Post-production, fine cut
Foreseen release date: Summer 2019

Synopsis. Vadym is a 25-year-old composer and a
sound recordist living in Kyiv. Having experienced
many setbacks in both his professional and
personal life, he gets a chance to start it all over.
Just a simple task – to record the sounds of the
Transcarpathian animals - could be his chance to
leave the uncomfortable Ukraine behind and move
to the much desired Canada. However, things get
complicated when the main companion in the job
turns out to be - Vadym’s mother.

Director statement. ‘My Thoughts Are Silent’ is
a story about immigration, as a state of mind. It’s
about a young man, who grew up too quickly and
his middle-aged mother, who managed to stay
young at heart. It is a story about the last journey
to the places of your childhood, which do not
become one’s true love, but love they can teach.
Our characters constantly blab on about the
little nothings and stay silent about what’s really
important. The nature of this silence is the main
subject of our film. The birth of a new idea flickering
across a person’s face is the main focus of our
frame and silence is our strongest accent. As only
in silence can one hear its inner voice.
Our story takes place at the crossing of diffe
rent genres. The cold air of drama and the warm
air of comedy meet in the spring troposphere. We
speak to the audience in the language of the atmo
spheric front born in between the two. 16-18°C is
the temperature of our air. The partly cloudy skies
of the plot are possible but without the pathetical
precipitation.

Representatives: Antonio Lukich, Dmytro Sukhanov

Contacts:
Christina Tynkevych
Toy Cinema
Ukraine
christina@toycinema.com.ua

Contacts:
Agnieszka Rostropowicz-Rutkowska
Fine Day Promotion
arostropowicz@finedaypromotion.pl;
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Nova Lituania

FICTION

Nova Lituania

Logline: Alerted by approaching invasion, an interwar Lithuanian geographer dreams about saving his
homeland by re-establishing it in the tropical latitude.
Country of production: Lithuania
Director: Karolis Kaupinis
Writer: Karolis Kaupinis
Producers: Marija Razgutė (M-Films)

Principal cast: Aleksas Kazanavičius, Vaidotas
Martinaitis, Valentinas Masalskis
Runtime: 100 min.
Status of the project: Postproduction
Foreseen release date: September 27th, 2019

Synopsis. On the verge of the Second World War,
a geography professor tries to convince the prime
minister of Lithuania to establish a backup state –
Reserve Lithuania overseas in case their country
would be invaded. However, a gradual collapse of
professor’s family diminishes his belief in salvation.
When the prime minister decides to organize
a coup d’etat to implement the plan, professor
decides that saving his family is more important.

Director statement. An idea of terrestrial paradise
has always been of a great interest to me. This idea
seems to materialize in human heads in various
shapes. Three most popular of them are ideal love,
ideal place to be and ideal societal order to live in.
Usually each of them come at expense of others.
The story of Kazys Pakštas, an interwar Lithuanian
geographer included all three of them and I chose
it to be the ground of my first feature film.
The geographer foresaw the upcoming
annihilation of the Baltic countries in late 1930‘s.
His proposal to avoid it was to establish a colony
overseas. Lithuanian prime minister was the only
one who did not ridicule the idea. In reality nothing
happened at the end. Both of them probably knew
this. I’ve tried to capture this fear that the end is
near and and an immense desire there would be
some kind of all-saving solution. I see Europe living
on those two feelings today.

Representatives: Karolis Kaupinis, Marija Razgutė

Contacts:
Marija Razgutė
M-Films
Lithuania
marija@m-films.lt
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Soviet Man

Tarkovskij – Printed Time

DOCUMENTARY

Soviet Man

DOCUMENTARY

Tarkovskij – Printed Time

Logline: A psychological portrait of a totalitarian mind through the eyes of the last Soviet and first postSoviet generation.

Logline: A visual dream. The dream of walking through the whole life of Andrej Arsenievic Tarkovskij, with
his real voice who tell us all his life experience.

Country of production: Latvia, Lithuania,
Czech Republic
Director: Ivo Briedis
Writer: Rita Ruduša
Producers: MISTRUS MEDIA, Elīna Gediņa – Ducena,
Gints Grūbe (LV); MONOKLIS, Jurga Gluskiniene (LT);
FRAME FILMS, Jitka Kotrlova (CZ)

Principal cast: N.A.
Runtime: 70 min.
Status of the project: Production
Foreseen release date: December 2019

Country of production: Russia, Italy, Sweden
Director: Andrej Andreevicj Tarkovskij Jr
Producers: Dimitry Klepatski (Klepatski Films
Moscow), Paolo Maria Spina (Revolver, Rome),
Peter Krupenin (Hobab Prod, Stockolm)

Principal cast: N.A.
Runtime: 90 min.
Status of the project: Postproduction
Foreseen release date: Fall 2019

Synopsis. In 1991 the Central Television in Moscow
brought together youngsters from the fifteen
Soviet Republics to ask how they see their future
in Soviet Union. Some of participants of the show
called for the dismantling of the awful USSR.
After 28 years we see not only the regalia and
rhetoric of the totalitarian era making a comeback,
but also some ugly traits of Homo Sovieticus in
people’s minds and attitudes. With the help of the
protagonists - participants of that TV show, film’s
director is mapping the symptoms of a totalitarian
mind and analyzing traits of Homo Sovieticus
around us and within.

Director statement. With this film I want to raise a
discussion about freedom. It seems self-evident
that a person aspires to be free, but in reality a
surprising amount of people are attracted by
totalitarianism. Our protagonists for their whole
lives have fought to get away from the USSR –
some has succeeded better - some worse, but they
all admit that it is impossible to escape completely
as there is a Soviet man living in them and surfaces
from time to time.
I am the same generation as the protagonists
and also for me it is a quest to understand in what
extent the Soviet man is in me, how my thinking
and actions are affected by that.
In many countries, there are people who flirt
with the idea of a “strong hand of the state”. It
is obvious that freedom is a problem in many
societies. We even see the same symptoms of a
totalitarian mind in western countries. I want this
film to serve as a mirror to look at ourselves, and
come to some conclusions about the freedom and
democracy.

Synopsis. After 30 years of death of the great
master of cinema Tarkovskij, we can re-tell,
through his personal voice, the whole his life from
childhood till few days before his passing, through
all his studies, family memories, the first works in
soviet and after in italian and swedish cinema. His
human experiences during his path of film director
and as man in continous research of artistic
esthetics and in philosophy.

Director statement. Our film will tell the life
and work of Tarkovsky leaving the word to the
director himself who will share with the viewer
his memories, his gaze on art, the reflections on
the destiny of the artist and on the meaning of
human existence. Thanks to very rare audio and
video recordings of interviews and previously
unpublished directional lessons, held in the
Tarkovskij archives in Florence, we will go back to
the primary source and immerse ourselves in the
mysterious universe of its cinematographic image,
understand and re-think the work and the interior
world of the director.
The story is divided, in chronological order, into
four parts: 1) Childhood and youth. Memories of
childhood, of parents, influence of the work of the
father, the poet Arsenij Tarkovskij; 2) Work in the
world of cinema: tasks and objectives. Analysis
of his films, favorite directors; 3) Departure from
Russia: meeting with Western culture, work in Italy,
conflict with Soviet authorities; 4) Last interview:
«The artist as a prophet». Reflections on faith and
the meaning of life.

Representatives: Elīna Gediņa – Ducena, Ivo Briedis

Contacts:
Paolo Maria Spina
Revolver srl
Italy
paolo@revolverfilm.it, revolver.produzione@gmail.com

Contacts:
Elīna Gediņa – Ducena
MISTRUS MEDIA
Latvia
elina.gedina@mistrusmedia.lv
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The Family

The Flood Won’t Come

FICTION

Šeima

FICTION

Tvano nebus

Logline: If you really love – you let go. Let go of the past, accept the present, and choose the future.

Logline: A film about sunset, with ensuing certainty, that there will be no flood.

Country of production: Lithuania, France
Director: Austeja Urbaite
Writer: Austeja Urbaite
Producers: Zivile Gallego (Fralita Films),
Murielle Thierrin (Aldabra Films)

Principal cast: Dovile Kundrotaite
Runtime: 110 min.
Status of the project: Pre-roduction
Foreseen release date: 2020

Country of production: Lithuania
Director: Marat Sargsyan
Writer: Marat Sargsyan
Producer: Ieva Norvilienė,
UAB TREMORA

Principal cast: Valentinas Masalskis
Runtime: aprox. 100 min.
Status of the project: Post-production
Foreseen release date: 2020 February (Lithuania),
2019 international festivals

Synopsis. A French couple – Jacqueline (50) and
Leon (42) – are adopting two Lithuanian children,
Karolina (10) and Rytis (9). In order to help the
children to adapt to their new environment, a
medical student named Gabriele (22) comes from
Lithuania to join them for the summer. For her, it
is a chance to briefly get away from her life, where
she feels imprisoned. The children give her an
opportunity to rediscover herself in a bright light,
while her resistance to the parents’ methods of
upbringing is engulfed in a dark light. Instead of
helping the children create a life, the two women,
full of maternal feelings, start an outright war for
the children’s affection.

Director statement. In this film, I want to
examine what impact family has on a person’s
development. The close union between parents
and children, even if they aren’t together, always
remains a large part of the process at any age;
even after childhood is long over.
So often part of us is driven by egoistic needs
and closed personal judgment, even if we think we
only want good, we start controling people around
us, we start shaping them to fit our projections. Or
the other part of us driven by fear of abandonment,
fear of judgment, need to please, lack of love, fear
of making our own decisions fall under pressure
to become those projections. In this case we
either become prisoners hating ourselves and
blaming others, or we run away, close destroying
connections we had.
This movie is a story about five people of different ages and with different stories, who all take
one big step backwards in order to take a small step
forward, in a new direction on their life’s journey.

Synopsis. A famous colonel, who for numerous
years has consulted different countries on how
to wage war, becomes involved on one of the
warring sides when a civil war breaks out in his
own country. Every soldier’s death, from either
side, is a cause for distress. He is too smart not to
understand that the war is orchestrated by foreign
hands. Yet he cannot change a thing.
The film is about augmented and actual
reality war. For a long time now, there are no limits
between these warring sides. The boundaries
vanished along with understanding of what is real
and what is an augmented reality. What happens
in the war is not so important. What’s important what we see and hear about it.

Director statement. It is the augmented and actual
reality war. In the film, almost nothing happens,
that we do not already know about, or what we
haven’t seen before, but something is not quite
right, and it is almost impossible to understand
what. In other words, it is a challenge of sorts, for
the perspicacious of our own reality, who have
already accepted that it is not important what
is real, what’s important that it is interesting.
Even better yet, if I could see and hear, what
excites me, something unbelievable, unexpected
and shocking. What happens in the war, really
is not that important. Show me an interesting
story, something poignant, heart-ripping, deeply
disturbing. I sometimes think, that the viewer,
amongst them myself, unconsciously begs –
please don’t force me to be disappointed in reality.
The film is an idiosyncratic mosaic, gathered
from various wars and situations that have taken
place or are taking place, in which in one way or
another people have actually engaged. Almost
all the characters are real, they have existed once
upon a time or exist to this very day. Only all of
these events did not take place at the same time.
Partially it is my diary, the sequence of events,
which have ended up in my head from different
sources. In some of the events I took part myself as
a witness. All of these events created within me an
intangible portrait of today’s reality.

Representatives: Austeja Urbaite, Zivile Gallego

Representatives: Ieva Norvilienė, Marat Sargsyan

Contacts:
UAB Tremora
Pamėnkalnio 23-7, Vilnius, Lithuania
E-mail: ieva@tremora.com, Mob: +370 686 97584
www.tremora.com

Contacts:
Zivile Gallego, Fralita Films
Lithuania
zivile.gallego@fralita.com
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The Last Bus

The Lions Heading Venice

FICTION

Garázsmenet

Luanët Drejt Venecias

Logline: The Last Bus tells the story of a sexual assault investigation as seen through, unusually, the eyes
of the victim’s husband. Dénes’s wife is one night assaulted sexually. Nóra herself is the only witness of
the violence, and the police cannot help her. Dealing with this ordeal tests the couple; victim blaming and
mistrust rock their marriage.
Country of production: Hungary
Directors: Nándor Lőrincz, Bálint Nagy
Writers: Nándor Lőrincz, Bálint Nagy
Producers: Ágnes Pataki (Filmpartners),
Mónika Mécs (M&M Films)

Principal cast: Balázs Bodolai
Runtime: 100 min.
Status of the project: Pre-production
Foreseen release date: December 2019

Synopsis. Dénes and Nóra have been trying to
adopt a child for some years. The film starts with
the news that they are about to receive a baby in
a matter of weeks. After a celebration with their
friends, they have an argument and separate on
their way home. The next day, Nóra tells Dénes,
after she got off the last bus, she has been raped by
a stranger. When Nóra’s description is used to find
the alleged perpetrator, his and Nóra’s testimonies
stand against each other, equally credible and
totally opposing.

Director statement. The phenomenon of victim
blaming is important, current and universal. We
find it a good starting point for an interesting
and cutting tale. Victim blaming has deep roots
in our society, also in groups where it is maybe
less expected. The social aspect of the case
inspired us to face the startling fact that our own
acquaintances often apply such mental tricks.
Nóra and Dénes are a typical 21st century
couple: they try to live up to a life and family model
their environment expects them to establish, and
forget in the process what they really want from
life. Their relationship, seemingly so steadfast, is
blown apart by the bus scene we place them into.
This gives us an opportunity to explore with them
the sacrifices they are ready to make for each
other. Mistrust enters their relationship, leads them
down separate paths and opens up a distance
between them.
We aim for a minimalistic, consciously
composed visual environment, but one that also
reflects the atmosphere of everyday Budapest life.
We want to use one-cuts and fix totals to show the
growing tension our protagonist is under.
The Last Bus is a social drama with crime story
elements, and this warrants real, existing locations
which are to define this realistic visuality.

Representatives: Nándor Lőrincz, Bálint Nagy

Contacts:
Ágnes Kovács, Filmpartners
Hungary
patakiagi@filmpartners.hu
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FICTION

Logline: Two old Albanian filmmakers are going to attend the award ceremony of Venice Film Festival. On
the road they meet with two porn actresses that change the purpose of their trip.
Country of production: Albania, Czech Republic
Director: Jonid Jorgji
Writer: Jonid Jorgji
Producer: Elkjana Gjipali (EJF Production),
Lukas Mracek (Blue Hills Picture)

Principal cast: Vasjan Lami, Kastriot Çaushi,
Alossa Huzar, Natalia De Maria
Runtime: aprox. 100 min.
Status of the project: Post-production
Foreseen release date: November 2019

Synopsis. The story takes place on the road
to Venice, where two Albanian filmmakers,
conservative by nature, travel to the Film Festival.
Vani is a film director and Kaçi is a director of
photography. They have been close friends since
childhood until now, on their 60's. At the beginning
of the trip, they get to know two porn actresses.
From this moment on, the four of them continue
the trip to Venice together in an old van. Two
conservative Albanians and two open-minded
ladies will lead us over the whole movie into a
comic odyssey which is sometimes odd, full
unexpected turns and emotional situations. Some
will become jealous and fall in love, and some
others will be disappointed and get sick. It is very
difficult for all four of them to live together with
such different views of life until Vani, the most
conservative of the four of them accidentally
discovers that his little daughter he immensely
adores, is part of the pornographic industry. Now
the Venice festival no longer matters to them.

Director statement. In a warm September night
while I was wondering about Venice film festival,
I imagined myself participating there only in a far
future. So far that I saw myself there only when
I was old. I put myself in Vani's character and
start the trip as a long road in a Mediterranean
atmosphere. I choose to follow a road for my
character as a trip of life full of different situation
in such a mixing of love and prejudice, friendship
and angriness, proudly and disappointment. In
front of Vani, the main character, a typical Albanian
conservative man, I added as much open-minded
characters as I could, to see the difference and the
similarities. As always in my stories, I use family
as the center of gravity of every drama, comedy
etc . This time I wanted to try the relation between
father and daughter in a not usual situation. So I
tried what was the most uncomfortable situation
for a conservative Albanian father.
In the end I wanted to make this trip as an
experience of facing our self, our past, our future ,
our "craziness" and our love.
With this film I want to put the focus in a
nonsense and in the same time, very usual feeling
of us. Our disappointment sometime comes from
the freedom of our most important people.

Representatives: Elkjana Gjipali, Sajmir Bajo

Contacts:
Elkjana Gjipali, e.gjipali@ejfproduction.com
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The Sailor

DOCUMENTARY

The Sailor
Logline: Story of a storm rider washed ashore.
Country of production: Slovakia
Director: Lucia Kasova
Writer: Lucia Kasova
Producers: Nazarij Klujev (TOXPRO)

Principal cast: Paul Erling Johnson
Runtime: 70 min.
Status of the project: Post-production
Foreseen release date: December 2019

Synopsis. What is the price of freedom? Paul
Johnson sailed the world all his life. He loved and
drank and lived foolish, never truly living on land.
Now he is turning eighty. Both him and his boat
are unfit to sail. He drinks a liter of vodka a day and
contemplates his life, his death. Does fulfilling a
dream always have a bitter end? This question is as
much mine as it is his. I am a sailor. I want to live life
with no compromises, but first I want to discover
what awaits on the end of such a journey.

Director statement. This film is the reason I started
a film school on the first place. The first idea
started about 7 years ago when I crossed Atlantic
ocean and found a community of sea gypsies on
the other shore - Caribbean islands. This people
thrown away their passports, didn't carry a flag of
their home country, the sea was their nationality,
religion and companion. I met Johnson in the
door of a small supermarket on a small island and
I realized this is my film. All my inner questions
and insecurities about their way of life, the way I
wanted to follow was right in front of me. A man in
his eighties with the eyes of a child who lived this
dream to the fullest all his life, never listened to
anybody but the sea. Stubborn man, iconic symbol
of freedom. He use to be witty and strong all his
life, never looked back, but now. He is alone, his
boat is in the same state as his body - old, weak
and about to sink. All my fears impersonated. This
film is not about sailing, its about the relationship
between selfishness and freedom and what is at
the end of this journey.

Representatives: Lucia Kasova, Nazarij Klujev

Contacts:
Nazarij Klujev (TOXPRO)
Slovakia
nazarij.klujev@toxpro.sk
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The Soviet Garden

The Thrillseekers
Прожектёры

DOCUMENTARY

Grădina Sovietică

Logline: A filmmaker from Moldova tries to discover the truth about Soviet experiments in atomic gardening.
Country of production: Moldova
Director: Dragos Turea
Writers: Dragos Turea, Marian Crisan
Producers: Dragos Turea (Parmis Film Studio),
Moldova, co-producer: Marian Crisan (Rova Film),
Romania

Principal cast: N.A.
Runtime: 76 min.
Status of the project: Post-production
(Sound mix, grading)
Foreseen release date: Summer/Autumn 2019

Synopsis. While investigating his grandmother’s
mysterious death, Dragos a filmmaker from the
small country of Moldova, which was formerly
part of the Soviet Union, discovers a secret
scientific experiment. Through nearly ten years of
investigations, Dragos unveils the secret plan of
Nikita Khruschev to transform Moldova into the
Soviet Garden by the application of atomic energy
in local agriculture.

Director statement. I was born in a small country
called Moldova, formerly a part of the Soviet Empire.
A lot of my childhood I spent with my grandmother
Olympiada. One winter, after the collapse of the
Soviet Union, my grandmother told me that she
had taken part in secret agricultural experiments
back in the 60’s and somehow she was now
afflicted with a disease. Soon after this confession
she died of cancer. Mysteriously, more and more
people from the village where she lived, had the
same illness and also succumbed to cancer.
That is how my curiosity was awakened, and I
started my investigation. I wanted to know why the
people from this Moldova, were dying more often
than in the past? Did it have something to do with
those experiments?

Representatives: Dragos Turea

FICTION

Logline: Two young adventurers and their cheeky reckless girlfriend are unstoppable to make a fortune.
Their every new project fails miserably and the three get into trouble while trying to make a business.
Country of production: Belarus, Russia
Director: Vlada Senkova
Writers: Vlada Senkova, Larisa Oleinik
Producers: Larisa Oleinik, Viktor Labkovich + DOKA,
PERVAJA KINOVIDEO COMPANY

Principal cast: Dmitry Oleinik, Alexander Lesko,
Anna Mahlina
Runtime: 110 min.
Status of the project: Work in progress
Foreseen release date: December 2019

Synopsis. Gosha and Sasha are two street artists
with no work and money. They meet in the street
and decide to start a wedding photography
business. It fails at the first wedding they take
where they fall in love with a beautiful mysterious
Bride. The feast ends up in Bride running away with
Sasha and Gosha and joining them in their search
for thrill and money. The three keep failing every
type of business they start, going deep into debts.
The Bride flirts with the two keeping a friend zone.
It leads to domestic disputes and acts of jealousy.
Once the Bride disappears, leaving the boys with
debts and broken hearts.

Director statement. Once I had an evening walk
with Larisa Oleinik. We talked much, sitting in front
of the hairdresser’s called “The Dream”. We talked
about people who risk to start their business, who
fail but never give up making their crazy ideas
come true. We talked about thrillseekers. Thus,
our film was born. We wrote a script, found some
budget for production and shot a film. This story
grabbed us so seriously that we finished with
all our jobs. We devoted ourselves to the film.
My inspiration was Bernardo Bertolucci and his
famous “The Dreamers”. We also have a story of
three young Belarusian people who dream. This is
a life-affirming story about love, freshman silliness
and charming young laymen with a huge desire of
moving forward no matter the obstacles. This is an
ode to the dreamers and thrill-seekers.

Representatives: Vlada Senkova, Larisa Oleinik,
Dmitry Oleinik, Alexander Lesko

Contacts:
Dragos Turea (Parmis Film Studio)
Moldova
dturea@gmail.com, +37379528520

Contacts:
Larisa Oleinik, Vlada Senkova
DOKA – Russia, Belarus
filmdoka@gmail.com
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Undergrown

FICTION

crês ser

Logline: While his family dissolves into scraps of time and space, Simon learns to grow up.
Country of production: Portugal
Director: Marta Ribeiro
Writer: Marta Ribeiro
Producer: Joana Peralta (VIDEOLOTION)

Principal cast: Simon Langlois, Rita Martins
Runtime: 90 min.
Status of the project: Production and Post-Production
Foreseen release date: 2020

Synopsis. It’s the school year’s final week but
Simon is not studying for his final exam. His
parents got divorced and he decided to buy a one
way flight ticket to the USA, together with his best
friend Miguel, in the certainty they will finally live
the freedom that is owed to them in its purer form,
away from everything and everyone.

Director statement. It was when I discovered my
parents were having a divorce I remember starting
to feel adolescence, and with it a deep sense of
injustice. The projection of aggressiveness into
words and actions had become the only way to
drive out the negative energy. At 19 I interrupted
Film School and went away to Denmark, and for
the first time lived this physical and emotional
detachment from my family as a cathartic
experience. The idea was born when, at the age of
21, I returned to Lisbon and felt a need to explore
the concept of adolescence in the context of a
modern middle class family. Relying on some
savings, me and Joana Peralta decided to shoot
the first yet very raw scenes. In the film we can
witness Simon and Miguel real adolescence, who
have been growing up in front of the camera for the
past 3 years. But the film also captured we growing
up as the crew behind it, since it started as the first
feature our newborn VIDEOLOTION produced from
scratch, and the first real film I’ve ever done.

Representative: Marta Ribeiro

Contacts:
Joana Peralta (VIDEOLOTION), Portugal
cinema@videolotion.com
Marta Ribeiro (VIDEOLOTION), Portugal
cinema@videolotion.com
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Tuesday April 2
National Art
Gallery

Wednesday
April 3
National Art
Gallery

Start

End

Film
English Title

16:45

17:50

Europe Unseen

Director
Akvilė
Gelažiūtė

Countries

Genre

Runtime

Lithuania

DOC

66 min.

There is a ballad written by Ukrainian poet Taras
Shevchenko called “That Catherine’s hut is on
the hill...”. It is about a rescue of Catherine’s lover,
whom she saves by posing him as her brother. This
story, as a parable, reconstructs dramatic episodes
of Ukraine's history. It is not only about Catherine’s
redemption, but also about Ukraine’s survival
throughout the centuries that is reflected in a folk
tradition called TOLOKA.
DOCUMENTARY

Europe Unseen
Neregėta Europa

14:30

15:00

Toloka
(Guest Project)

Mykhailo
Illienko

Ukraine

FIC

30 min.

15:15

16:15

Back to
Dreamland

Ramunė
Rakauskaitė

Lithuania

DOC

60 min.

16:30

18:00

Second Hand

Artūras
Jevdokimovas

Lithuania,
Ireland,
Switzerland

DOC

87 min.

Thursday
April 4
Forum
Cinemas Vingis
Room n°10

12:45

14:45

The Other Side of
Silence

Algimantas
Puipa

Lithuania

FIC

112 min.

Room n°11

12:00

13:40

El Padre Medico

Vytautas
Puidokas

Lithuania,
Brazil

DOC

98 min.

Country of production: Lithuania
Director: Akvilė Gelažiūtė
Writers: Akvilė Gelažiūtė & Martynas Norvaišas
Producers: Kristina Ramanauskaitė (Magic Films)
Runtime: 70 min.
Foreseen release date: May 2019
Contacts: Kristina Ramanauskaitė (Magic Films),
Smolensko str. 10d - 37, 03234, Vilnius, Lithuania
kristina@magicfilms.co
Irma and Žydrūnė have been best friends living
together for a decade, sharing both a daily routine
and similar fate: Žydrūnė has only 2% of her eyesight and Irma cannot see at all. After Žydrūnė’s
wedding, her husband, Irma and some friends set
off for a honeymoon camper trip across Europe.
During this trip, Irma begins to realize that it is not
another adventure but a goodbye. “Europe Unseen”
is a tragicomic road film about true friendship and
one’s ability to adapt to what seems impossible.

FICTION

Toloka
Country of production: Ukraine
Director/Writer: Mykhailo Illienko
Producer: Mykhailo Illienko (Illienko Films)
Runtime: 112 min.
Foreseen release date: May 2019
Contacts: Marianna Novikova (Illienko Films)
email: mariaha.novikova@gmail.com,
Natalia Libet (ESSE Production House, Ukraine)
email: n.libet@essehouse.com
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DOCUMENTARY

Back to the Dreamland
Kelionės namo
Country of production: Lithuania
Director: Ramunė Rakauskaitė
Writer: Ramunė Rakauskaitė
Producers: Algimantė Matelienė, Arūnas Matelis
(studio Nominum)
Runtime: 57 min.
Foreseen release date: April-May 2019
Contacts: Algimante Mateliene (studio Nominum,
Lithuania), grupe1@nominum.lt
Back to the Dreamland is a charming and breathtaking story about the experiences of American
Lithuanians during their first visits to the occupied
homeland. What they saw and how they felt seems
strange and difficult to understand today, since
after fleeing Lithuania during the WW II, the refugees
maintained a romantic and slightly naive image
of their motherland. However, in the years of their
absence, Lithuania has become a Soviet country
with a parallel reality that contrasted starkly with
the nostalgic memories of the pre-war countryside.
With the help of vivid characters and their
incredible experiences, this story of return unveils
the spirit of the past epoch and the encounter of
two different civilizations.
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FICTION

DOCUMENTARY

The Other Side of Silence

Second Hand

Kita tylos pusė
Country of production: Lithuania
Director: Algimantas Puipa
Writer: Jonas Cornell
Producer: Uljana Kim (Studio Uljana Kim)
Runtime: 112 min.
Foreseen release date: 2019 10 04
Contacts: Kristijonas Puipa (Studio Uljana Kim,
Lithuania), kristijonas.puipa@gmail.com
It's a laconic, austere, yet intriguing story of two
brothers, Einar and Caspar. Their homesteads are
located in the same village, but their mutual hatred
is so strong that they cannot die in fear to loose to
each other. Both brothers, when still young, loved
the same woman named Mina. And the woman
loved them back. She was a wife to one and a
mistress to another. Her son, was born of that love.
Hadar still remembers the summer when Lars, a
handsome boy, the son of Einar and Caspar, was
killed. Both brothers were guilty of his death. This
tragic event further deepened the rift between
the two brothers and took away their beloved
Mina.There is another important character in the
film's script: a middle-aged woman who writes
hagiographic books. She comes to the village to
read lectures on lives of saints. One of her listeners,
Einar, offers her to stay overnight. After the first
night, the woman stays in Einar's home for much
longer and gradually engages in the strange life of
two old, fallen-out brothers.

Country of production: Lithuania, Ireland,
Switzerland
Director: Arturas Jevdokimovas
Writer: Arturas Jevdokimovas, Arūnas Matelis,
Ramunė Rakauskaitė
Producer: Arūnas Matelis, Algimantė Matelienė,
Studio Nominum
Runtime: 87 min.
Foreseen release date: 2.8.2019
Contacts: Arūnas Matelis (Studio Nominum,
Lithuania), am@nominum.lt
Arturas Jevdokimovas, Lithuania,
arturas@tinklai.net
Ever wondered where the clothes at your local
second-hand shop come from? "Second Hand" is a
tragicomedy about human desires based on littleknown facts of a secret charity business.
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Helene
Yasinskaya

Veranika
Bandarovich

Director

Armenia

Belarus

Alexander
Mihalkovich

Anzhela
Frangyan

Director

Director/Producer

Company: DoKino
Contacts: angelafrangyan@gmail.com

Company: Voka Films
Contacts: mihalkovich@gmail.com

Anzhela is a female filmmaker based in Yerevan,
Armenia, has a degree in Journalism from the
Armenian state Pedagogical University. Anzhela
has over ten years of experience working in various
media companies in Armenia as a reporter, eight
years in documentary film making and four years
working on Commercials, documentaries, and
TV episodes as a producer and director at Bars
Media Company. In production on her feature
documentary ‘’The Christams Tree Case” with the
Margins Media Production Company.

Alexander Mihalkovich in 2016 graduated the
“DocNomads” international study program. In 2017
he launched production company “Voka Films”.
His focus as a filmmaker and producer is on auteur
documentaries with an experimental and creative
background, beautiful cinematography and clear
director’s vision. After creating several short docu
mentary films, he made his debut feature film “My
Granny from Mars” (2018). Now he is having some
projects in development and looking for new ones.

Grigor
Poghosyan

Hanna
Shynkevich

Director

Contacts: yasinskayafilms@gmail.com

Contacts: veronichka_one@mail.ru

Director of short documentary and feature films,
screenwriter, camerawoman, editor, photographer
from Minsk, Belarus.
Graduate of the Minsk State Art College,
specialty - "Graphic Design" (2008-2011), Minsk film
school-studio, speciality - "Filmmaker"(2009-2011),
Belarusian State Akademy of Arts, specialty "Directing film and television " (2011-2016). Worked
on belarussian tv-channels: STV, BT and like a
teacher of additional education (classes "Basics
of editing" 2011-2018). Participant and finalist of
belarusian and international short film festivals:
“Bulbamovie”, "Cinema Perpetuum Mobile", “Corn
Short Film Festival”, "Unfiltered Cinema", "Light of
the World" (Russia), "WINDOW" (Russia) etc. Twice
finalist of the international film festival "Listapad"
(Belarus) in the category - national competition
with the film "Adam's apple" (2017) and the
documental film "Not a groom" (2018) Participant of
the pitching (presentation of projects) on the “Bel:
cinema industrial platform” during the international
film festival “Listapad” with the documentary
project “Tacheles” (2018).

Veranika Bandarovich was born in Minsk, Belarus
in 1990. Being captivated by cinematography since
childhood she decided to commit her career film
directing. Studying at the Academy of Arts Veranika
participated with her film “Dej and Jus” in the
“One Short Film Festival”. Veranika took part at the
“VIII Republican Film Festival of Belarusian Films”
with her film “Neither silver, nor gold”. In 2012 she
graduated with honors from the Academy of
Arts as a Film and Tv Director and started her way
in a professional capacity at Vladimir Bokun’s workshop, where she also participated in the festival of
one project with her film “Gypsy’s destiny. To remain
itself”, competing with eminent film directors.
Currently as well as working on a full-length docu
mentary “The hymn of life” as an independent film
maker, she is also working as a film director on a
documentary film “Angel”, which is a part of the film
almanac at the national film studio “Belarusfilm”.

Georgia

Elena
Mikaberidze

Taras
Tarnalitsky

Director

Journalist and film
observer

Contacts: grigor823@gmail.com

Contacts: hannashynkevich@gmail.com

Beginner filmmaker whose debut film “Where
are we going” was nominated in some festivals
including IFF “Golden Apricot” and has won Best
Rising Star award in “Pomegranate” film festival.
Grigor Poghosyan was born in 1996 and raised
in Armenia, little town Vanadzor. Graduated local
branch of YSITC.

Hanna was born in Minsk, Belarus. For 4 years she
studied “Visual culture and creative industries”
at European Humanities University in Vilnius,
Lithuania, where she was trying to find her own
filmic form through the creation of short films –
at the intersection of experimental, documentary
films. Among her interests - festival strategy,
experimental cinema in the context of contempo
rary art practices, body and dance (performative
practices on the screen).
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Contacts: tazartut@gmail.com
Taras Tarnalitsky is 29 years old and lives in
Minsk. He works as a journalist, PR manager and
film critic. Work experience is 11 years. Sphere
of interests: film distribution, Belarusian cinema,
festivals and commercial distribution of cinema,
state administration in the field of film production.

Writer/Director
Contacts: elena.mikaberidze@gmail.com

Elena Mikaberidze is a writer and director. She was
born in Georgia, 1988, spent most of life in Brussels,
Belgium where she studied politics and got a master
degree entitled Eastern Europe and Caucasus.
Elena worked on the topic “Cinema and nationa
lism, especially in Georgia” and beside these studies,
followed film critic courses and film trainings in
Brussels. Elena worked as a script assistant, art
director assistant, production manager assistant on
diverse shorts films. Also was working on several
films’ festivals in the management team.
Past 4 years she moved back to Georgia and
decided to mix her studies with her passion for
films, and made different researches about how a
film can be an instrument of peace. Currently she is
working on her feature fiction film “Border games”.
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Lithuania
Irena
Kunevičiūtė

Scriptwriter/Director

Anastasija
Piroženko

Director/Scriptwriter
Contacts: anastasijapirozenko@gmail.com
Anastasija Piroženko is Lithuanian audio-visual
artist and filmmaker currently based in Amsterdam.
Her artistic practice spans film, video installations,
and photography. Often in her work she explores
the concept of belonging, community, and utopia.
Anastasija's films have been shown at international
film festivals as well as art events, including Visions
du Reel, Montreal International Documentary
Festival, and VideoEX Experimental Film & Video
Festival.

Petras
Kuneika

Director

Director/Screenwritter

Contacts: irena.kuneviciute@gmail.com

Contacts: laurashooting@gmail.com

Contacts: petkune10@gmail.com

Irena finished her screenwriting studies at Lithuanian
Academy of music and theatre in 2017. In her study
years Irena co-wrote short movies -” There are no
tulips” (dir. Ieva Šakalytė) and “Sigis” (dir. Tomas
Gvozdas) and presented two plays - “What would you
never ask me?” and “Ai, skauda” (dir. Sigita Pikturnaitė).
Irena is also one of the founders of contemporary
playwriting festival “Dramokratija”. After studies, Irena
started working as a writer/director with a production
house “StepDraw”. Her directorial debut was band’s
‘Antikvariniai Kašpirovskio dantys” music video “Daug
dienų”. The music video won M.A.M.A. award for best
music video of 2018. Irena continues to work as an
independent director/scriptwriter as well. In 2018
she presented her short films: “Present Sentence”
(Odisėja72, GoDebut film festival), “Out of the bag”
(RODE film competition) and “At least we tried”
(Summer Media Studio).

Laura Tamošiūnaitė -Šakalienė was born in the
family of professional musicians. Laura’s first
close meeting with cinema took place in 2004 in
Paris, where she studied audiovisual production
and basics of production, while working in
the production of documentary films. In 2012,
she became a graduate of Mega Plus Media
Business School International Master’s program
for producers in Europe. For eight years, she has
worked as a producer of audiovisual projects. Last
year, she graduated from the Lithuanian Academy
of Music and Theatre with a Master’s degree in
film directing. Right now Laura's two short films
are travelling internationally and one feature length
fiction film is already in a development stage.

Petras Kuneika in 2014 got a bachelor degree in
film acting. In 2018 started his master studies in
film directing.
He created a performance in feature length film
"Lietuviški Svingeriai"(2018) by Tadas Vidmantas,
leading role in TV film series "Laisvės kaina.
Disidentai" (2018) by director Alvydas Šlepikas.
He also worked with a group of the most talented
young Lithuanian directors on their short films as
an actor (Marija Kavtaradzė, Domas Vilčinskas,
Gabrielė Urbonaitė, Laurynas Bareiša, Giedrius
Tamoševičius).
In 2018 while studying film directing he has
written/directed three short films in Lithuanian
Music and Theatre Academy.

Brigita
Beniušytė
Producer
Company: M-Films
Contacts: brigita@m-films.lt
Brigita Beniušytė (1996) has worked in the film
industry since 2016. Her first project as an independent producer was the feature film “Problemo” (dir.
Marius Pocevičius). In 2017, Brigita started working
at the film production company “M-Films” (Čiobreliai)
as a project manager and junior producer. Brigita
has been working with several projects produced
by Marija Razgutė: debut feature fiction “Nova
Lituania” (dir. Karolis Kaupinis) as a production
assistant; debut feature fiction “Summer survivers”
and debut feature co-production “Trot” (dir. Xacio
Bano) as a postproduction and communication
coordinator; debut feature co-production “O’tar’s
death” (dir. Ioseb Bliadze), feature fiction film “Paralysis” (dir. Andrius Blazevicius) and short stop-motion
animation film “Matilda” (dir. Ignas Meilūnas) as a
producer's assistant and junior producer.

Laura
Tamošiūnaitė
Šakalienė

Justė
Michailinaitė
Producer
Contacts: j.michailinaite@gmail.com
Justė Michailinaitė is a promising and ambitious
emerging female producer from Lithuania. Having
gained valuable experience in a number of roles
across the film industry, Justė is delving deeper to
achieve further success in an area that holds so much
fascination for her. For Justė, film offers a host of
opportunities to fully exploit her talents, and provides space for continuous growth and improvement.
“100 Years Together” (dir. Edita Kabaraitė, 2018)
is Justė’s first film as producer, for which she has
organised a highly successful PR and marketing
campaign and distribution to cinemas across
Lithuania. The film won the Audience Choice
award in the Lithuanian films category at Vilnius
International Film Festival “Kino pavasaris”. “100
Years Together” was also selected for the Baltic
Competition programme at the Tallinn International
Film Festival “Tallinn Black Nights”.
Justė is currently working on a number of new
projects at different stages, both as producer and
director.
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Poland
Mary
Marinopoulou
Director/Screenwriter

Marta
Szarzyńska

Contacts: mary.marinopoulou@hotmail.com
Mary Marinopoulou (1989) is a filmmaker,
screenwriter and video artist. She started making
short films in 2011 during her BA studies in Theatre
at University of Peloponnese, Greece. Since then
she has directed several award winning short films
across Europe. Her films often tell the stories of
people who find themselves trapped in both real
and unreal environments.
In 2017 Mary started working on “Mortality
check”, a long-term project that explores the topic
of identities from the standpoint of philosophy and
neurosciences. Her research concluded in writing
the screenplay for the drama/sci-fi thriller series
“Mortality check” and curating a multimedia art
exhibition which renders that script visible and
translates it into a physical space. Mary is currently
finishing her MA studies in Photography and Media
Arts at the Academy of Arts in Vilnius, Lithuania.

Producer

Contacts: marta.szarzynska@gmail.com
Marta Szarzyńska is graduated in Philosophy
at the UMCS and is a postgraduate it the field
of journalism at Warsaw University. In 2017 she
finished a course in creative development at Wajda
School, a course for producers organized by the
Polish Producers Alliance (KIPA).
She worked in the commercial industry and
theatre productions for 3 years.
In 2017 she established her company:
Szarobiuro Productions.
She is a member and vice-president of Young
Producers section in Polish Producers Alliance
(KIPA). Lately, she participated in following
international workshops: Doc Lab Poland and East
Doc Platform.
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Przemysław
Stański

Herkaliuk
Bohdan

Director/Screenwriter /
Producer
Company: Film Wagon
Contacts: stanskip@gmail.com

Tetiana
Vashchenko

Producer

Executive producer
Company: Bosonfilm
Contacts: vashcheno4ka@gmail.com

Contacts: bodya.herkaliuck@gmail.com

Przemysław Stański is a writer/director based in
Warsaw, Poland. Przemysław directed several
short films, including “Fishy Wish” which won 2018
My RODE Reel international competition, “Milk
teeth” and “Thesis Birds”. He works in commercial
video production as a director/producer.
Przemysław is interested in telling universal
stories set up in local environments. His concern
is about international matters and world problems
drive him towards immigration and xenophobic
issues, although usually in somewhat magical or
extraordinary setting.
At the moment he is working on his feature
debut script with co-writer and on two short
scripts: one animated II World War story and one
set in a city left by all inhabitants except one.

Herkaliuk Bohdan is a film student from Ukraine,
currently studying Filmmaking at ELTE, Budapest,
Hungary. Have 4 years of working experience in
film production and distribution in Ukraine. Firstly,
as a financial producer`s assistant at InsightMedia
Producing Center working on budgeting and festival distribution of short feature and short documentary projects; later – as an analyst of international
department at Top Film Distribution company.
Nowadays, in addition to administrative and distribution experience, he is studying filmmaking
aspects in Budapest. As a part of international
group he works on short film projects and exercises still having in mind building his career as a
film producer.

Tetiana was born on July 5, 1984 in Kyiv (Ukraine).
She graduated from Kyiv National Economic
University as a Master of Finance. Since 2010 she
works in the film industry.
During 2010-2016 was working as a production
manager in the leading production company Film.
UA, producing TV films and TV shows. Since 2017
works as a freelance line producer on the feature
films international co-productions. Since 2018 she
works as an executive producer in the production
company BOSONFILM (Ukraine).
From March 2019 Tetiana also is an expert of the
fiscal council of The Ukrainian Cultural Foundation.

Ukraine
Liubov
Durakova

Executive Director of Vilnius
International Film Festival
KINO PAVASARIS

Head of Industry

Director/Screenwriter

Aleksandra
Glushchenko
Scriptwriter
Contacts: galeksa13@gmail.com
Born in 1981 in small town 40 km from Kyyiv. In 1998
finished music and secondary school. Since 1999
studied Romano-Germanic philology, specializing
in English language and Foreign literature. Since
student age, started with writing scenarios for
children's fetes, and scripts for the short films. In
2003-2004 worked as a teacher of the Ukrainian
language and literature in school. In 2004 received
a bachelor's degree in philology but began to
work as an accountant. In 2007 created the Public
Association "Family Center NEO", organizing
psychological seminars for parents and classes for
early child development. In 2010 received a diploma
in Accounting and Audit. Since 2012 till today works
as an accountant in one of the largest construction
companies in Ukraine. In 2018 graduated from
intensive scenario course Terrarium.
At the moment she is developing her first script
for a full-length feature film.

Contacts: liubovdurakova@gmail.com
Liubov Durakova was born in 1986 in Kharkiv,
Ukraine. Studied documentary directing at the Kiev
National Karpenko-Kary Theatre, Film and Television
University in Kiev, Ukraine. In 2015 she won a
Gaude Polonia scholarship to study documentary
filmmaking at the Andrzej Wajda School in Warsaw,
Poland. Her full-length documentary film "Alisa
in Warland" premiered in the First Appearance
Competition at IDFA in Amsterdam in 2015 and
film was nominated as the best documentary film
from female filmmakers for the Alliance of Women
Film Journalist Award (AWFJ) EDA Award IDFA
2015 and awarded at the FIDADOC, Morocco, at
the DocsMX, Mexico and at the festival de cinema
et droits humains Barcelone / Paris / NYC and the
film was shown at over 40 festivals She has worked
as a director, cinematographer, photographer,
curator of residences, exhibitions, theater project,
documentary serial, etc.
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Alessandra Pastore
alessandra@kinopavasaris.lt
+39 349 144 5322

Algirdas Ramaška
algirdas@kinopavasaris.lt

Industry Guest Manager

Industry Coordinator

Lina Mumgaudytė
lina@kinopavasaris.lt
+370 688 88532

Aušra Vinickaitė
industry@kinopavasaris.lt
+370 628 35550

Adviser

Consultant

Edvinas Pukšta
edvinas@kinopavasaris.lt

Rita Stanelytė
rita.stanelyte@gmail.com
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You can find all the guests of Meeting point - Vilnius
in the Vilnius International Film Festival Eventival
Visitor Page under the Who is here section. Type it
on your browser: vp.eventival.eu/viff/2019 or scan
the QR code:

1. Enter your login info:

2. Look for the Who is here on
the left hand side:

3. You can search and contact people who are in Vilnius!
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festival travel operator

festival airlines

festival carrier

festival restaurant

festival water
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